THE ASPREY WATCH CATALOGUE
BRITISH LUXURY GOODS SINCE 1781

Asprey represents style, refinement and quality – British classicism expressed with a modern spirit. Founded in 1781, Asprey is still today the ultimate authentic British Luxury Lifestyle House.

Asprey is renowned for fine jewellery, watches and clocks, leather goods, silver, china, crystal, ready-to-wear, accessories and fragrance.

THE ASPREY WATCH COLLECTIONS

The Asprey watch collections, for men and for women, perfectly capture the Asprey spirit of craftsmanship married with design, of classic sensibilities expressed with a modern flair. Whether inspired by British instruments for travel and exploration or original designs from the Asprey archive, each Swiss watch is made with exquisitely produced movements and materials of the finest quality.

The intrinsic elegance of the exclusive collections, from the No. 8 range to ladies jewelled watches, is complemented by superb functionality. Even in the simplest detail – the use of sapphire anti-reflective glass or luminous numerals – practicality and beauty are delicately balanced. This is the unmistakable Asprey signature.
THE NO. 8 WATCH COLLECTION

The collection takes its name and inspiration from the historic Asprey 8 day travel clock, famous for its 8 day winding system and power reserve. Made with the finest Swiss technology, the No. 8 collection features watches from the 8 Day Limited Edition to the Chronograph. The Asprey heritage is gracefully recalled in the round case, an engraved ‘A’ on the crown. Each timepiece is a testament to the taste of its owner.
An exceptional watch, this is one of the most important of the Asprey timepieces. It takes its inspiration from historic Asprey travel clocks with an eight day power reserve. This complex and highly crafted 8 day movement has been created for this limited edition of 100 pieces, each individually numbered and certificated.

Movement
- Exclusive mechanical manually-wound tonneau movement rhodium plated, calibre 137X10.7, 100-03, entirely crafted by Vaucher Manufacture Fleurier
- Power reserve 8 days (215 hours, with patented spherical differential)
- The movement has hand-chamfered bridges and mechanisms.
  - "Côte de Genève" decoration with the Asprey logo on one bridge

Case
- Individual identification number (01-100) engraved on the case back
- 18ct white gold round case with see-through case back
- Water resistant to 30 metres
- Scratch-resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- White dial with applied medium plated Arabic numerals and markers
- The power reserve indicator has Arabic numerals in black with "8 Days" and hand in purple
- Asprey logo
- Date displayed at 3:00
- Second counter at 6:00
- Hour and minute hands rhodium plated, second hand in purple

Strap
- Two alligator straps with embossed "Asprey" logo on reverse, one for deployment buckle, the other for pin buckle
- Two buckles, deployment and pin, in 18ct white gold
THE No. 8 TOURBILLON

This is a remarkable watch limited to only 10 pieces. A rare phenomenon in watch making, the 30 second revolution of the Tourbillon rather than the standard minute, bears eloquent witness to an exceptional level of technical know-how and craftsmanship.

The Tourbillon has a seven day power reserve and the pure, understated beauty of the movement is revealed at the reverse of the watch, making it equally elegant and refined whether viewed from the front or the reverse.

**Movement**
- Exclusive mechanical manually-wound tonneau movement rhodium plated, calibres 13x10.5, 6004, entirely crafted by Vaucher Manufacture Fleurier
- 30 seconds Tourbillon
- Power reserve of 7 days (192 hours, with patented spherical differential)
- The movement has hand-chamfered bridges and mechanisms
- "Côte de Genève" decoration with the Asprey logo on one bridge

**Case**
- Individual identification number (01-10) engraved on the case back
- 18ct white gold round case with see-through case back
- Watch is water resistant to 30 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

**Dial and hands**
- The power reserve indicator has Arabic numerals with hand in purple
- Silver coloured dial with Arabic numerals printed
- Tourbillon 30 seconds printed in purple around the tourbillon cage
- Black Asprey logo engraved on movement bridge
- Hour and minute hands rhodium plated, second hand in purple

**Strap**
- Two alligator straps with embossed Asprey logo on reverse, one for deployment buckle, the other for pin buckle
- Two buckles, deployment and pin, in 18ct white gold
THE No. 8 CHRONOGRAPH WATCH

This Swiss made wristwatch combines a sleek, modern classic design with a precision chronograph automatic movement. It winds itself automatically with each movement of the wrist, due to its oscillating rota. Available in 18ct yellow gold, stainless steel or PVD coated, with a variety of dials, these watches bear official Swiss certification as chronometers (COSC) thus passing rigorous testing conditions.

Movement
- Automatic chronograph movement
- Movement decorated with “Côte de Genève and perlage”
- 42 hours power reserve
- COSC certificated

Case
- Individual serial number
- Round case with see-through case back
- Polished or brushed finishing
- PVD cases are thinly coated in Physical Vaporisation Deposit and are approximately 10 times more resistant to wear and tear than steel
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Applied or printed Arabic numerals and markers
- Asprey logo
- Date displayed at 4.30 or 12.00
- Coloured dials in black, white, purple or silver or in mother of pearl
- Rhodium, rhodium and superlumino or gold plated hands

Strap
- Stitched strap with embossed ‘Asprey’ logo on reverse in alligator or calf
- Stainless steel bracelet with clasp (not available for PVD model)
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle
Stainless steel case, mother of pearl dial - 1018937
Stainless steel case, silver coloured dial - 1008264
Stainless steel case, white dial - 1013120
Matt stainless steel case, black open-date dial - 1027637
Stainless steel case, black open-date dial - 1018247
Stainless steel case, white open-date dial - 1018248
PVD case, black dial - 1019982
Stainless steel case, purple dial - 1017000
18ct yellow gold case, silver coloured dial - 1008253
18ct yellow gold case, white dial - 1013112
18ct matt yellow gold case, black dial - 1013000
THE NO. 8 DUAL TIME WATCH

A contemporary watch with a black or white dial showing two hour hands – the time at home and away time can be displayed at the same moment, on the same dial. This requires a refined movement that is perfect for the rapid pace of international life today.

The Dual Time is available in steel with a white dial and brown calf strap, or in PVD coated steel, with a black dial and black calf strap. Numerals are distinctively shown and the second time zone is displayed 1 to 24.

Movement
- Automatic dual time movement
- Movement decorated with “Côte de Genève and perlage”
- 42 hours power reserve
- COSC certified

Case
- Individual serial number
- Round case with see-through case back
- PVD cases are thinly coated in Physical Vaporisation Deposit and are approximately 10 times more resistant to wear and tear than steel
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Applied or printed Arabic numerals and markers
- Asprey logo
- Date displayed at 3:00
- Second time zone displayed 1 - 24
- Coloured dials in black or white
- Rhodium and superluminova hands
- World time hand has triangular tip with superluminova and red edge

Strap
- Stitched calf strap with embossed Asprey logo on reverse
- Stainless steel bracelet with clasp (not available for PVD model)
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle
Stainless steel case, white dial - 1020780

PVD case, black dial - 1023314
THE No. 8 AUTOMATIC WATCH

The No. 8 automatic is an elegant wristwatch that clearly displays time, seconds and date with clarity and accuracy. With automatic winding and COSC certification, this watch has a highly precise movement – the superb mechanism is revealed by a glass panel on the reverse of the case. The watch is available in 18ct yellow gold, stainless steel or PVD coated with a variety of dial colours and large Arabic numerals.

Movement
- Automatic movement
- Movement decorated with "Côte de Genève and perlage"
- 42 hours power reserve
- COSC certificated

Case
- Individual serial number
- Round case with see-through case back
- Polished or brushed finishing
- PVD cases are thinly coated in Physical Vaporisation Deposit and are approximately 10 times more resistant to wear and tear than steel
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Applied or printed Arabic numerals and markers
- Asprey logo
- Date displayed at 3:00
- Second counter at 6:00
- Coloured dials in black, white, purple or silver
- Rhodium, rhodium and superluninova or gold plated hands

Strap
- Stitched strap with embossed Asprey logo on reverse in alligator or calf
- Stainless steel bracelet with clasp (not available for PVD models)
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle
18ct yellow gold case, white dial - 1013115
18ct matt yellow gold case, silver colored dial - 1013061
18ct matt yellow gold case, black dial - 1013093
THE No. 8 MEN’S QUARTZ WATCH

No. 8 Men is an elegant and modern classic wristwatch that clearly display time and date with clarity and accuracy. The watch is available in 18ct yellow gold, stainless steel or PVD coated with a variety of dial colour and have a Swiss state-of-the-art precision quartz movement.

A unique coat of arms, recognising an ongoing commitment to craftsmanship and luxury, was granted to Asprey by the London College of Arms on the occasion of the company’s 225th anniversary. The crest inspired the London Arms collection of three distinctive watches, based on the Asprey No. 8 watch. From a bold design with a purple on purple London Arms pattern dial, to a more traditional mother of pearl dial with London Arms strap, these unique watches are available in stainless steel.

Movement
- Quartz movement
- Movement decorated with "Côte de Genève and perlage"

Case
- Individual serial number
- Polished or brushed finishing
- PVD cases are thinly coated in Physical Vaporisation Deposit and are approximately 10 times more resistant to wear and tear than steel
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Applied or printed Arabic numerals and markers
- Asprey logo
- Date displayed at 6:00
- Coloured dials in black, white, purple or silver or with London Arms design
- Rhodium, rhodium and superluninova or gold plated hands

Strap
- Stitched strap with embossed Asprey logo on reverse in alligator and calf
- Stainless steel bracelet with clasp (not available for PVD model)
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle
Stainless steel case, purple London Arms dial - 1030761

Stainless steel case, white dial - 1015424

Stainless steel case, beige London Arms dial - 1030764
18ct yellow gold case, black dial - 1015427

18ct yellow gold, silver coloured dial - 1015426

18ct matt yellow gold, white dial - 1015431
THE DIAMOND PAVÉ NO. 8 MEN’S QUARTZ WATCH

In a bold statement, Asprey has created the No. 8 Quartz watch with a full pavé set diamond dial, case and buckle. This is a beautifully limited production made watch in 18ct yellow gold.

Movement
- Quartz movement
- Movement decorated with "Côte de Genève and perlage"

Case
- Individual serial number
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Full diamonds setting dial
- Asprey logo under the crystal glass in purple colour
- Gold plated hands

Strap
- Stitched alligator strap with embossed Asprey logo on reverse
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle in diamond pavé and 18ct yellow gold

Diamonds
- Total 1360 diamonds, 6.77 carats
- Case and bezel, 612 diamonds, 3.22 carats
- Dial, 418 diamonds, 2.86 carats
- Buckle, 130 diamonds, 0.69 carat

Watch reference 1030405
The Grande Date Annual Calendar Watch

The Grande Date watch has a vintage style, recalling the grace and elegance of bygone eras. As with all Asprey watches, the development of the design has been a technological journey. Whilst the style of the watch is influenced by the past, it has been crafted using some of the finest watchmaking capabilities, in 18ct white or rose gold.

**Movement**
- Automatic movement
- Annual calendar and Grande date
- Month indicator
- Movement decorated with "Côte de Genève and perlage". Blue polished screws
- 42 hours power reserve

**Case**
- Individual serial number
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

**Dial and hands**
- Printed markers and numerals
- Large day date displayed at 12:00
- Month date displayed at 8:00
- Second counter at 5:00
- Coloured dials in white and blue or silver and copper
- Blue hands

**Strap**
- Stitched rounded lizard strap with embossed 'Asprey' logo on reverse
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle
18ct rose gold case, silver coloured and copper dial - 1029340

18ct white gold case, white and blue dial - 1029339
THE VINTAGE REGULATOR WATCH

Inspiration for this classically styled watch comes directly from a historic 1930s Asprey regulator clock. The elegant silver dial, the long, fine, dark blue hands, the vintage Asprey logo and the regulator mechanism are all inspired by the original Asprey regulator clock. The 18ct white gold watch, with its clear silver face and refined numerals, is a fine example of the Asprey dedication to the values of the past updated for today’s contemporary lifestyle. A brown strap in alligator skin perfectly offsets the uncomplicated design of the watch.

Movement
- Automatic regulator movement
- Movement decorated with “Côte de Genève and perlage”. Blue polished screws
- 42 hours power reserve

Case
- Individual serial number
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Printed markers and numerals
- Vintage Asprey logo
- Hours counter at 12:00
- Minutes at the centre
- Second counter at 6:00
- Silver coloured dial
- Blue hands

Strap
- Stitched alligator strap with embossed ‘Asprey’ logo on reverse
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle

Watch reference 1009310
The graceful lines of the No. 8 watch collection have been interpreted in a rectangular case. The fluid, masculine shape has a cleverly curved case, ensuring harmonious feel with no angular lines. The same numeral design as other pieces in the No. 8 collection has been followed, with dashes replacing the 12, 3, 6 and 9 and all other digits described in clear applied Arabic numerals. Available in 18ct yellow gold, stainless steel or PVD case.

Movement
- Automatic movement
- Movement decorated with “Côte de Genève and perlage”
- 42 hours power reserve
- COSC certified

Case
- Individual serial number
- Rectangular case with see-through case back
- PVD cases are thinly coated in Physical Vaporisation Deposit and are approximately 10 times more resistant to wear and tear than steel
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Applied or printed Arabic numerals and markers
- Asprey logo
- Date displayed at 3:00 or 12:00
- Second counter at 6:00
- Coloured dials in black, white, purple or silver or Machinist details and British moment design
- Rhodium, rhodium and superluminova or gold plated hands

Strap
- Stitched strap with embossed ‘Asprey’ logo on reverse in alligator or calf
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle
Stainless steel case, Matchstriker black dial - 1027737

Stainless steel case, Matchstriker white dial - 1027738
Stainless steel case, silver coloured dial - 1009307
Stainless steel case, black dial - 1013391
Stainless steel case, British moment white dial - 1027739
THE N° 8 RECTANGULAR AUTOMATIC WATCH - GOLD MODEL
18ct yellow gold case, Matchstriker black dial - 1028119
18ct yellow gold case, Matchstriker white dial - 1080025
18ct yellow gold case, black dial - 1013388

18ct yellow gold case, white dial - 1013390
THE NO. 8 RECTANGULAR SAVILE ROW WATCH

This discrete evening watch takes the sinuous curved lines of the No. 8 Rectangular in a new direction, with an extra slim 18ct white gold case. The profile of the watch is low on the wrist, reflecting the elegant style of its wearer. The watch is also available with discrete diamond detailing on the bezel, for an additionally dashing signature.

Movement
- Mechanical movement extra flat (hand wound mechanism)
- Movement decorated with “Côtes de Genève, perlage and polished blue screws”
- 42 hours power reserve

Case
- Individual serial number
- Slim rectangular case
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Applied or printed Arabic numerals and markers
- Asprey logo
- Coloured dial in white or silver
- Rhodium plated hands

Strap
- Stitched alligator strap with embossed ‘Asprey’ logo on reverse
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle

Diamonds
- Diamond set bezel of 108 diamonds (0.33cts)
18ct white gold case, pavé diamond on bezel, silver coloured dial - 10258210

18ct white gold case, white dial - 1016172
THE No. 8 LADIES QUARTZ WATCH

The No. 8 Ladies is an elegant addition to the No. 8 Collection. Its sleek round case, a design shared with the No. 8 men’s watches, is available in 18ct yellow gold, stainless steel or PVD case. The hours, minutes and date are displayed with clarity and accuracy on the dial and the modern classic design incorporates a Swiss state-of-the-art precision quartz movement.

The watch is available with a variety of dials, including a version in full diamond pavé, and straps can be co-ordinated to the wearer’s taste, from a choice of deep purple alligator and jeans blue mini-lettering calf leather, amongst many others.

Movement
- Quartz movement
- Movement decorated with “Côte de Genève, perlage and polished blue screws”

Case
- Individual serial number
- PVD cases are thinly coated in Physical Vaporisation Deposit and are approximately 10 times more resistant to wear and tear than steel
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Applied or printed Arabic numerals and markers
- Asprey logo
- Dial displayed at 3:00
- Coloured dials in black, white, purple or silver or in mother of pearl dial
- Rhodium or gold plated hands

Strap
- Stitched strap with embossed Asprey logo on reverse in alligator or calf
- Stainless steel bracelet with clasp (not available for PVD model)
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle

Diamonds
- Version full (1014911), 901 diamonds, 3.60 carats
- Version dial, bezel and part of case (1012704), 275 diamonds, 0.68 carat
- Version light index on dial and bezel (1012702), 303 diamonds, 0.28 carat
Stainless steel case, mother of pearl dial - 1013101
Stainless steel case, silver coloured dial - 1008260
Stainless steel case, white dial - 1013123
Stainless steel case, purple dial - 1017022
THE No. 8 LADIES QUARTZ WATCH - GOLD MODEL
18ct yellow gold and full diamond pavé case, dial and buckle - 1014911

18ct yellow gold case, pavé diamond bezel, silver coloured dial - 1015706

18ct yellow gold case, pavé diamond case and bezel, silver travelled dial - 1015704
18ct yellow gold case, black dial - 1013004

18ct yellow gold case, mother of pearl dial - 1013100

18ct yellow gold case, silver coloured dial - 1008259

18ct yellow gold case, white dial - 1013118
A delicate and decorative addition to the Asprey watch collection is the Vintage style ladies watch. Derived directly from 1920s Asprey archives, the small ‘tonneau’ watch perfectly reflects the fine styling of the period. The curved tonneau face is offset with bold roman numerals at the 12, 3, 6 and 9 and adorned with old fashioned hands and the vintage Asprey logo. Available in 18ct yellow or white gold, this watch collection also includes a diamond set model. The watch is perfectly offset by straps that continue the spirit of the design in delicate grosgrain, fine precious skins or Asprey ‘A’ chain bracelet.

Movement
- Quartz movement

Case
- Individual serial number
- Water resistant to 50 metres
- Scratch resistant sapphire anti-reflective double face glass

Dial and hands
- Arabic numerals and markers printed
- Vintage Asprey logo
- Silver coloured dial
- Blue hands

Strap
- Grosgrain black strap with embossed ‘Asprey’ logo on reverse
- 18ct yellow or white gold ‘A’ chain bracelet
- Exclusive Asprey pin buckle

Diamonds
- Diamond set case, 64 diamonds, 0.138 carat
18ct white gold case and double 'X' chain bracelet - 1016045
18ct white gold case, silver coloured dial - 1013244
18ct white gold case, pavé diamond bezel, silver coloured dial - 1020824
LADIES ASPREY VINTAGE WATCH - GOLD MODEL
18ct yellow gold case, silver coloured dial - 1013246
18ct yellow gold case, pavé diamond bezel, silver coloured dial - 1020823
18ct yellow gold case and single 'A' chain bracelet - 1016047
THE DAISY WATCH

The Daisy Collection is one of the most iconic collections by Asprey. The collection continues to be updated to offer an extensive variety of products – necklaces, pendants, bracelets, earrings and rings available in a choice of diamonds and semi-precious stones.

The collection now includes watches which encompass two dazzling designs. One style features a rhodium-plated 18ct white gold round case framed in a border of diamonds. Its splendid bracelet of daisy flowers consists of a total of 142 marquise and brilliant cut diamonds totalling 11.0 carats. The watch is detailed with printed markers. The round diamond style is delicately designed with 285 diamonds totalling 6.61 carats.

These precious watches are beautiful jewelled accessories as well as elegant timepieces.

Movement
- Quartz movement

Case
- Round case in 18ct white gold rhodium plated with diamonds
- Individual serial number
- Water resistant 30 meters
- Scratch resistant sapphire glass
- Crown set with a diamond

Dial and hands
- 4 printed markers
- Asprey logo
- Mother of pearl dial
- Rhodium-plated hands

Bracelet
- 18ct white gold and diamonds

Diamonds
- Version with diamonds on case and bracelet (1030420), 285 diamonds, 6.61 carats
- Version with diamonds and marquises on case and bracelet (1030878), 61 diamonds, 81 marquises, 11 carats
- Version with diamonds on case only (1030418), 285 diamonds, 6.61 carats
18ct white gold and pave diamond case with marquise diamonds bracelet, mother of pearl dial - 1031876

18ct white gold and pave diamond case and bracelet, mother of pearl dial - 1030420
THE ASPREY CUT WATCH

The Asprey Cut diamond watch was designed exclusively for the House. It is a modern interpretation of the traditional cushion cut diamond, whose 62 facets discretely describe four Asprey ‘A’s. The shape of the stone has inspired jewellery collections, which includes a precious diamond set watch. This 18ct white gold and diamond timepiece, set with 305 diamonds - 4.56 carats has a pavé diamond bracelet and an elegant, simple dial.

Movement
- Quartz movement

Case
- Square case in gold 18ct white gold rhodium plated with diamonds
- Individual serial number
- Crown added with a diamonds
- Scratch resistant sapphire glass
- Shower proof resistant

Dial and hands
- Asprey logo
- Mother of pearl dial
- Rhodium plated hands

Bracelet
- 18ct white gold and diamonds

Diamonds
- Total 305 diamonds, 4.56 carats
- Case, 28 diamonds, 0.30 carat
- Bracelet, 277 diamonds, 4.26 carats
MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP AND SPECIAL ORDERS

One thing that has always set Asprey apart from its competitors is the tradition of its workshops. Silversmiths, goldsmiths, jewellers, leatherworkers, engravers and watchmakers, all work alongside brilliant and innovative designers, traditional skills are practised alongside the latest techniques and new talent is nurtured through the apprenticeship scheme. This remarkable set up means that not only can work be undertaken promptly, but also clients can come with requests, large or small, simple or magnificent, and meet the designers and craftsmen who turn ideas into reality.

Whether by bespoke commission or engraving and embossing, Asprey craftsmen are daily creating the heirlooms of future.

STRAPS AND BRACELETS

Asprey offers an incredible variety of leather straps in different colour and exotic skins. All straps are made from leather taken from the best hides, or from manufactured satin-like fabrics. They all have a lining that has been treated with anti-allergenic products. The stainless steel or 18 carat gold bracelets are polished or satin-finished by hand. They contain several links with screws in order to facilitate bracelet length adjustment. Their assembly system guarantees excellent security.
THE ASPREY CUSTOMER SERVICE

The dedicated and knowledgeable Customer Services team at Asprey is available to assist with any enquiry. The company’s long celebrated motto ‘It can be done’ reflects our devotion to meeting customers’ requirements.

For watch owners and collectors these services include:
- Regular servicing of your Asprey watch
- Repair and restoration of Asprey timepieces by expert skilled watchmakers
- Repairs and servicing of Asprey clocks
- Engraving of watchcases or embossing of straps, to make each piece entirely personal
- Bespoke request for special straps can also be accomplished
Asprey watches stand apart from the crowd in their discreet elegance, subtle branding and masterful attention to the most minute details. Each timepiece is a testament to the taste of its owner – a reflection of a sensibility that values modern classical aesthetic and state-of-the-art performance.
Rich purple, for centuries recognised as the colour of royalty and opulence, is the signature of the Asprey House. At Asprey every timepiece you select is beautifully wrapped in the Asprey purple box, elegantly tied with an Asprey ribbon.